TEACH

Gain experience across a
variety of classroom and grade
levels.

Learn how classrooms function
when you are in charge.
KNOWLEDGE

Enhance skills in classroom
management and instruction.

Purdue University Northwest

EDUCATIONAL

SKILLS

LEADERS
Fellowship Program

Build your network with
educators in the field.
APPRENTICESHIP

DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITY

Engage in development
and learning opportunities
alongside professionals.

Expand your resume—
highlighting experiences that
will set you apart!

Hammond Campus
2200 169th Street
Hammond, IN 46323
219.989.2400
855.608.4600
Westville Campus
1401 S. U.S. 421
Westville, IN 46391
219.785.5200
855.608.4600

The Purdue Educational Leaders (PEL) Fellowship Program is designed to
simultaneously address the substitute teacher shortage in the region while
providing instructional experiences, professional growth opportunities,
and employment for PNW candidates. While developing skills and
knowledge of their profession, PEL Fellows earn money and valuable
experience. They work in schools providing a combination of services;
substitute teaching and working with students in other ways such as small
group instruction, enrichment, and intervention
Participation in the PEL Fellowship Program
allows for talented pre-service educators to make a difference for students
in Northwest Indiana while completing their degree programs. A PEL
Fellowship provides for a diverse set of experiences in actual classrooms
with students. While earning money, PEL Fellows work alongside
educators in classroom contexts to develop expertise in how to create
classroom learning environments to meet the needs of all learners. PEL Fellows will develop expertise in
creating engaging instructional learning opportunities at a variety of grade levels that will enhance their
resume. Participation in the PEL Fellowship programs involves you in authentic classroom experiences that
move beyond the traditional course work and field experiences of your undergraduate program.

PEL Fellows will
• Engage in robust professional development
• Be mentored by experienced educators
• Be able to connect, reflect and improve upon
their practice
• Be better prepared to meet the challenges of
today’s classrooms
Schools with PEL Fellows will
• Develop relationships with novice educators
• Cultivate a consistent pool of candidates who
will teach the learners in their buildings
• Gain an additional resource for classrooms that
will benefit the learners in their building
For more information
Visit https://academics.pnw.edu/education/ or
call 219.785.5485

